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Chapterr  6 

Photoionizationn and photodissociation dynamics of H2 after  (3+1) 

resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization via the B *£*  state 

Abstract t 

Wee present a study of the molecular photoionization and photodissociation processes in 

molecularr hydrogen occurring after one-photon absorption from various rovibrational levels 

(v'=3-22,J'=0-3)) of the B's;(lsCTg)(2pau) state using Resonance Enhanced MultiPhoton 

Ionizationn in combination with high-resolution PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (REMPI-PES). 

Forr one-photon absorption from the v'=3-8 levels molecular photoionization competes with 

photodissociationn into a ground-state atom and an atom in an n=2 excited state. A detailed 

comparisonn of the photoelectron spectra obtained via different rotational branches and 

vibrationall  levels strongly indicates that singly-excited bound ' l *  and 'rig Rydberg states at 

thee four-photon level exert a significant influence on the final state distributions of H* . In 

contrast,, one-photon absorption from the v'=9 and higher levels leads almost exclusively to 

dissociationn into a ground-state atom and an excited-state atom with n>2. Excited atomic 

fragmentss are ionized in a one-photon absorption step, and excited-atom distributions over the 

energeticallyy allowed values of the principal quantum number n are obtained. Simulations of 

thesee distributions suggest that excitation of dissociative continua of bound ' l g (lsag)(nsag), 

Zg(lsag)(ndag)) and ng(lsag)(nd7ig) Rydberg states may dominate over excitation of 

dissociativee doubly-excited ' Eg (2pau)(npau) and 1ng(2pCTu)(np7tu) states when considering 

thee dissociation dynamics after one-photon absorption from the v'>9 levels of the B state. 
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6.11 Introductio n 

Inn the last five years, dissociative recombination has been a subject of extensive and 

detailedd studies. In this process free electrons recombine with molecular ions resulting in the 

breakupp of the molecule into fragments. For molecular hydrogen, dissociative recombination 

att low electron collision energies (< 3eV) can be pictured as proceeding in three stages: (i) 

electronn capture into a doubly excited repulsive curve of the neutral molecule, (ii) competition 

betweenn autoionization and dissociation along this curve, the so-called survival process, and 

(iii )) a long-range half-collision/dissociation process of the neutral molecule leading to two 

fragments.. The first two steps determine the electron capture cross section; the last stage is 

responsiblee for the final product state distributions. It is worth noting, that in spite of the 

apparentt simplicity of molecular hydrogen, especially the half-collision process is very 

complicated.. As described by Chupka [1] in a discussion of multiphoton dissociation of H2, 

thiss process is affected by a large series of interactions between doubly excited repulsive states 

andd singly-excited bound molecular Rydberg states at large internuclear separations. This 

processs distributes fragment flux over many outgoing channels. For a complete description, 

thee couplings at each (avoided) crossing should be known and put in a multichannel treatment 

[2],, Many of the rather recent dissociative recombination experiments, especially on 

molecularr hydrogen, have been performed in ion storage ring devices [2-8]. Although these 

experimentss have enabled both (absolute) cross sections [3-6] and product state information 

[2,7,8]]  to be obtained, a description of the dissociation process is difficult because of the 

limitedd product state resolution of the imaging techniques employed in storage ring 

experiments. . 

Thee dissociation process is formally independent from the way the doubly excited state is 

formed.. The dynamics of the dissociation process might therefore also be investigated through 

accesss of doubly-excited states from below by a multiphoton absorption scheme. Indeed, 

REMPII  experiments performed in the past via the B ' i ; [9-13], C'r iu [11,14-17], EF'EJ 

[18-26],, B ' ' z; [25,27], B " 1 ! ; [25], andD'nu [25,27] states have amply demonstrated the 

influencee of these doubly excited states on the photoionization and photodissociation 

dynamicss of the molecule. The distinct advantage of such a multistep laser excitation scheme 

iss that laser ionization of excited hydrogen fragments affords a considerably better resolution 

inn the final-state distribution. 
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 Figure 1 

SchematicSchematic potential energy diagram of molecular hydrogen. The v'=3-22 levels of the B1!^ 

state,state, formed from the ground state with three photons, are dissociated or ionized using a 

one-photonone-photon excitation via the doubly excited repulsive Qi-states [37] of !Z~t (dashed lines) or 

ITgITg symmetry (dashed-dots) or via the dissociation continuum of bound Rydberg states, (H2* 

(n-3)(n-3) and higher, dotted lines). A quasi-diabatic representation is presented, ignoring the 

interactionsinteractions between the Rydberg states and the doubly excited states. The v'=3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 

1717 and 20 are indicated in the B state. 

Inn the present experiments the photoionization and photodissociation dynamics of 

molecularr hydrogen have been investigated by (3+1) REMPI via the B'E*(lsCTg)(2pau)(v'=3-

22;J'=0-3)) rovibrational levels, thereby probing in a stepwise manner the four-photon energy 

regionn between 125000 and 150000 cm"1 (15.5-18.6 eV). A priori  considerations show that in 

thesee experiments one-photon absorption from the intermediate B'E*  state may lead to 

variouss processes (Figure 1). First, the molecule can ionize to various rovibrational levels of 
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thee ground ionic state 2£g(lso"g). Secondly, doubly excited states with a (2pau)(n£A.) 

configurationn may be excited. These doubly excited states can (i) autoionize to the ground 

ionicc state, or (ii) lead to dissociation of the molecule resulting in a ground-state hydrogen 

atomm and an excited atom H(n'f), where n' may differ from n. A final possibility, which has 

nott been considered extensively in previous (3+1) REMPI experiments via the B'£*  state, is 

thatt the dissociation continua of singly excited bound Rydberg states of the type (lsag)(n"A,) 

aree excited. One of the aims of the present study is to elucidate the role of these states in the 

one-photonn photoionization and dissociation dynamics of the B' E*  state. 

Inn our experiments, both molecular ionization and dissociation into a ground-state 

hydrogenn atom and an excited fragment are observed. Under the employed experimental 

conditions,, all excited fragments are ionized by further one-photon absorption. The identity of 

thee excited atoms is established using kinetic-energy-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 

withh a resolution of about 10 meV, allowing principal quantum numbers from n=2 to n=8 to 

bee distinguished. The same technique concurrently enables us to determine the internal energy 

distributionn of the generated molecular ions with rotational resolution. 

Ourr photoelectron spectra demonstrate that absorption from the v'=3-8 levels of the 

B11 L*  state leads to both molecular photoionization and photodissociation into an H(n=l) and 

H(n=2)) pair, the only accessible limit in this energy region. The observed distributions over 

thee rovibrational levels of the molecular ion give evidence for the importance of singly excited 

Rydbergg states located at the four-photon level in the proper description of the molecular 

photoionizationn dynamics. For absorption from v'>9 levels of the B'E*  state, mostly 

photodissociationn fragments are observed. The distributions over the possible values of the 

principall  quantum number n observed for absorption from the v'=9-22 levels will be 

discussedd in the light of two models, one in which photodissociation occurs exclusively on the 

potentiall  energy surfaces of doubly excited states, and another in which the dissociative 

continuaa of singly excited Rydberg states are responsible for photodissociation. 

6.22 Experimental 

Thee experimental set up has been described in detail previously [28]. Briefly, the laser 

systemm consists of a Lumonics HyperDye-500 dye laser (bandwidth ~ 0.08 cm" ) operating on 
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Rhodaminee B, Rhodamine 6G, or Coumarin 540A, which is pumped by an XeCl excimer 

laserr (Lumonics HyperEx-460) operating at 30 Hz. The dye laser output is frequency doubled 

inn a Lumonics HyperTrak 1000 unit using a BBO or KD*P crystal, resulting in 10 ns pulses 

withh a maximum energy of about 15 mJ. The laser light is focused into the ionization region 

off  a "magnetic bottle" spectrometer by a quartz lens with a focal length of 25 mm. Electrons 

aree collected with an efficiency of about 50 %. Analysis of their kinetic energies is performed 

withh a time-of-flight technique allowing an energy resolution of about 10 meV at all kinetic 

energies.. The energy scale was calibrated using (3+1) REMPI via well-known excited states 

off  krypton [29]. 

Inn the ionization chamber of the spectrometer two grids are installed which enable the 

applicationn of dc or pulsed electric fields. In the case of excitation via the v'=3-8 vibrational 

levelss of the B state, a negative static field (-10 V/cm) was used in order to detect the very 

sloww electrons formed in direct ionization processes. Apart from (kinetic-energy-resolved) 

electronn detection, the spectrometer can also be employed in a mass-resolved ion detection 

modee by application of appropriate voltages to the grids in the ionization region. Used in the 

latterr way, the spectrometer has, however, a lower collection efficiency. 

H22 (99.9995 %, Air Liquide) was effusively introduced into the spectrometer. 

6.33 Results and discussion 

Three-photonn excitation spectra of the B' £*  state were obtained by scanning the laser 

wavelengthh and by monitoring either the H+ and Hj ion channels, or an energy-selected part 

off  the electron current. The measured positions of these resonances were found to be in good 

agreementt with the data of Wilkinson [30], Dabrowski and Herzberg [31] and Namioka [32]. 

Photoelectronn spectra were recorded for ionization via several rotational branches. The spectra 

obtainedd for ionization after excitation of the v'=3-22 vibrational levels via the R(l) transition 

aree shown in Figure 2. 

Inspectionn of the spectra depicted in Figure 2 clearly shows that the absorption of an 

additionall  photon from B'Z^v ') levels leads to a number of competing processes. The 
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photoelectronn spectra obtained for ionization via B'S* vibrational levels up to v'= 8, for 

instance,, are dominated by peaks arising from a molecular photoionization process yield in 

Hjj in the various accessible vibrational (v+) and rotational (J+) levels of its electronic ground 

ionicc state X2T,* Apart from molecular ionization, a competing dissociation process leading 

too excited H(n=2) atoms, which are subsequently ionized by one-photon absorption, is also 

visiblee in these spectra. The width of the H(n=2) peak is due to the large kinetic energy of the 

HH fragments, « 0.9 eV/H-atom. 

Forr ionization via the vibrational levels up to v'=8 dissociation plays a minor role, a 

situationn which changes dramatically when ionization is performed via higher vibrational 

levels.. Figure 2 shows that above the n=3 threshold (v'>8), dissociation in fact dominates over 

directt ionization of molecular hydrogen, in agreement with previous results [10]. The 

photoelectronn spectra for ionization via v'=14 and 16 might seem to be at odds with this 

conclusion,, since they exhibit rather large peaks on the low-energy side, which result from 

molecularr ionization. However, these higher W2 yields can be explained by the observation 

thatt the R(l) transitions to the v'=14 and 16 levels are nearly coincident with the three-photon 

transitionss to the C'riu (lsag)(2p7tu) v'=3 and 4 levels, respectively. As has been demonstrated 

previouslyy [11,14] and is confirmed by the present experiments, one-photon absorption from 

thee C'riu state leads predominantly to molecular photoionization with the dissociation 

pathwayy playing only a very minor role. The "slow" photoelectrons observed for v'=14 and 16 

shouldd consequently be attributed to molecular photoionization via the C n u state, while the 

excitedd hydrogen atoms result predominantly from excitation of the B'Z* state. Apart from 

photoelectronss deriving from these two processes, the v'=14 and 16 spectra also show signals 

att 2.05 and 2.12 eV, respectively. These signals are not connected with ionization of 

molecularr or atomic hydrogen, since they did not vanish when the hydrogen gas inlet was 

closed.. The origin of these peaks is not understood. 

Inn the following, we shall first discuss the molecular photoionization process, which can 

bee observed for ionization via the vibrational levels up till v'=9. Subsequently, the 

dissociationn process will be considered. 
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6.3.11 Molecular  photoionization 

Forr ionization via the v'=3-8 levels of the B'E* state, the photoelectron spectra exhibit 

well-resolvedd rotational structure in the transitions deriving from molecular photoionization to 

thee various accessible vibrational levels in the ionic state. Comparable structure, though far 

lesss resolved, has been observed by Pratt et ah [9] for ionization via the R(3) and P(3) 

transitionss to the v'=7 level. Rotational selection rules predict that in the one-photon 

ionizationn process from B'2*(v') levels only AN+£=odd transitions should be allowed, where 

AN=NN -N' and I a partial wave component of the photoelectron [33]. In an atomic-like 

picture,, ionization of the 2pau electron is expected to lead to s (^=0) and d (£=2) partial 

waves.. Accordingly, only &N=odd transitions should be present in the photoelectron spectra. 

Inn the B1E* state ortho-hydrogen can only exist in the N'=0,2,4... and para-hydrogen only in 

thee N'=l,3,5... rotational levels. In the ionic X2Zg state, ortho-hydrogen has only 

N+== 1,3,5... and para-hydrogen only N+=0,2,4,... available to it. Therefore, in our experiments 

thee photoelectron spectra show either formation of odd or even N+ levels, due to ionization of 

ortho-- or para-hydrogen, respectively. 

Conservationn of total angular momentum requires that s partial waves are accompanied 

byy , while d partial waves may lead to changes of 1 and . In first instance, one 

mightt be tempted to derive the relative importance of the s and d partial waves from the 

intensitiess of the AN=+1 and 3 transitions. The results of an ab initio study by Lynch et ah 

[34]] of the rovibrational branching ratios resulting from (3+1) REMPI via the v'=7 level of 

thee B'E* state have shown, however, that such an approach is not valid. Here it was found 

thatt 3 transitions are largely suppressed as a result of dynamic interference between the 

daa and dn channels, even though the d partial wave is in fact stronger than the s partial wave. 

Ass a result, the photoelectron spectra measured for ionization via the R(3) and P(3) transitions 

too the v'=7 level only exhibit 1 peaks. 

Thee photoelectron spectra obtained in the present study for ionization via the v'=3-8 

levelss of the B'Z* state demonstrate that the ionization dynamics as observed and calculated 

previouslyy for ionization via the P(3) and R(3) transitions to the v'=7 level are by no means 

exemplaryy for the other transitions. For example, Figure 2 shows that for ionization via the 
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MPI-photoelectronMPI-photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon excitation of the B Z* (v'=7) 

levellevel via various rotational transitions. 

R(l)) transition to the v'=3-6 and v'=8 levels, 3 transitions are much weaker than the 

11 transitions, but are of similar intensity for v'=7. Analogous behaviour occurs for 
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ionizingg transitions via the P(l) transition to the various vibrational levels in the excited state 

(nott shown): ionization via the v'=7 level leads to dominant intensity in the 3 

transitions,, while these peaks are significantly less intense for ionization via other vibrational 

levels. . 

Suprisingly,, the intensities of 3 transitions depend not only on the initial vibrational 

levell in the excited state, but also on the rotational level, as well as the rotational branch 

employedd to populate this rotational level. Consider, for example, the spectra measured for 

ionizationn via the v'=7 level (Figure 3). Ionization via the P(l), R(l), and, to a lesser extent, 

R(0)) transitions results here in significant intensities of the 3 transitions, while 

ionizationn via the R(2), R(3) [9], and P(3) [9] transitions leads to dominant 1 transitions. 

Thesee observations are even more peculiar when it is realised that the R(l) transition, for 

whichh intense 3 peaks are observed, populates the same rotational level in the excited 

statee as the P(3) transition, where 3 transitions are completely absent. Although the two 

rotationall branches lead to a different alignment of the J'=2 level, one does not expect such 

largee differences in ionization dynamics solely on the basis of a different initial alignment. 

AA final striking observation is that also the vibrational branching ratios upon ionization 

mayy depend strongly on the rotational transition used to excite a particular vibrational level in 

thee excited state. This is most apparent for ionization via the v'=4 level (Figure 4). A previous 

studyy [13] found in this case that ionization via the R(0) and P(l) transitions leads to 

dominantt population of the v+=l level, while ionization via the R(l) transition results in equal 

intensitiess of the v —0 and v =1 peaks. In the present study these observations are supported 

andd extended. Ionization via the P(2) and R(3) transitions leads to a small v+=0:v+=l 

vibrationall branching ratio; ionization via the R(2) transition leads to a large ratio. Moreover, 

wee observe that a large v+=0:v+=l branching ratio is accompanied by a significant reduction of 

excitedd H(n=2) fragments. Interestingly, when the photoelectron spectra are considered in 

orderr of the final energies reached in these experiments at the four-photon level, i.e., P(2), 

P(l),, R(0), R(l), R(2), and R(3), it is clear that the v+=0:v+=l branching ratio and the amount 

off dissociation do not vary randomly, but show a maximum and minimum, respectively, 

aroundd 127100-127150 cm"1. 
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<<  Figure 4 

MPI-photoelectronMPI-photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon excitation of the BJZ  ̂ (v'=4) 

levellevel via various rotational transitions. The final energy (cm1) reached at the four-photon 

levellevel is given for each rotational transition. 

Alll of the above observations indicate that the ionization dynamics depend sensitively on 

thee four-photon level reached in the experiments. Ah initio calculations have shown that 

dynamicc interference between the da and d?r ionization channels plays an important role in 

describingg ionization from the B' I*(v'=7) level [34]. The delicate balance between these two 

channelss will certainly be electron-kinetic-energy dependent, but it is hard to imagine that this 

energyy dependence would be so large that a mere change of a few 100 cm"1 in kinetic energy, 

ass is occurring for example when ionizing via the R(l) or the P(3) transition to the v'=7 level 

iss would make so much difference. Another possible explanation might be found in the 

influencee of dissociative Rydberg states converging upon the 2£*(2pau) ionic state. For 

excitationn of the levels investigated here, the only doubly excited states that can be accessed at 

thee four-photon level are the 1Sg(2pau)
2 and lng(2pau)(2p7ru) Rydberg states. Calculations 

off the Franck-Condon factors between the vibrational wavefunctions of B'£*(v') levels and 

thesee dissociative ' I* and ' n g states show that these factors do not vary enough to account 

forr the observed rotational branch dependence of one particular B' E* (v') level. These doubly 

excitedd states might, however, be involved in an explanation of the v'-dependence of the 

photoelectronn spectra (vide infra), which involve a much larger range of energy. 

Thee fact that features observed in the photoelectron spectra change so drastically over a 

relativelyy small energy interval strongly suggests that bound states at the four-photon level are 

off influence. At this energy level, vibrationally excited Rydberg states with a X2£g(lsag) 

ionicc core are present, which converge upon v+ levels of the ground ionic state that lie higher 

inn energy than the employed four-photon energy. From the point of view of vibrational 

overlapp these levels are well accessible, since the potential energy surface of the B1 H*  state is 

significantlyy different from that of the bound Rydberg states. Upon excitation of these states, 

thee photoelectron spectra will not merely display the photoionization dynamics of the 
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B11 £* state, but also the decay dynamics of the bound Rydberg state. A complete unraveling of 

thee influence of bound Rydberg states on the molecular photoionization spectra clearly 

demandss theoretically the application of high-quality ab initio calculations. In addition, 

experimentall studies, in which B'E^v') levels are excited by one-photon absorption and 

subsequentlyy ionized in a tunable one-photon absorption step, would be most welcome. 

6.3.22 Photodissociation 

Figuree 2 shows that dissociation occurring at the four-photon level plays an important 

rolee in the one-photon excitation dynamics from the B'2* state. After one-photon absorption 

fromm the v'=3 to v'=17 levels, excited hydrogen atoms - on energy grounds accompanied by 

ground-statee hydrogen atoms - are seen to be formed in all accessible Rydberg states. One 

notablee exception concerns the n=2 fragments, which disappear as soon as the n=3 

dissociationn channel becomes accessible. Energetically, one-photon absorption from the next 

vibrationall level (v'=18) allows dissociation into an excited hydrogen atom with n<15 and a 

ground-statee hydrogen atom, whereas dissociation into all values of n is possible for 

absorptionn from higher vibrational levels. Not all of these states are actually observed: the 

photoelectronn spectrum obtained via the v'=18 level shows well-resolved peaks up to n=7, 

withh a remaining peak covering the region from n=8 to n=14. For spectra recorded via v'>18 

levelss well-resolved peaks are obtained for excited hydrogen atoms with n<6, while an 

unresolvedd peak extends to about n=l 1. 

Itt is the purpose of this section to rationalize the observed H(n) distributions. These 

distributionss reflect quantitatively the number of atoms formed in the various Rydberg states, 

i.e.,i.e., we have to verify that all excited fragments present are ionized. The atomic 

photoionizationn cross section is proportional to n"3 and to v'f'112 where v is the photon 

frequencyy [35]. The disappearance of the signal in the photoelectron spectra at kinetic 

energiess below the n=oo limit could be a consequence of the fact that the ionization cross 

sectionn strongly decreases with increasing principal quantum number. In order to test this 

hypothesis,, ionization cross sections have been estimated for a number of values of n and £ at 

aa wavelength of 37000 cm"1 using the Born approximation [35] and using analytical 

wavefunctions.. Both methods are found to give cross sections of the same order of magnitude. 

Combinationn of these cross sections with the employed photon flux (1025 photons/m2pulse 
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ExperimentallyExperimentally obtained excited-atom H(n) distributions, estimated by calculating peak areas 

ofof the various fragments in the photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon 

excitationexcitation of the B Z* (v '=9-22) levels via the R(l) rotational transitions. 

forr an energy of 1 mJ/pulse at 270 nm) then leads us to conclude that ionization of H(n=l 1) is 

saturatedd under the present experimental conditions, if it is assumed that no fragments with £ 

>>  4 are formed. The influence on the ionization yield of the 1 T magnetic field in the 

ionizationn chamber of the spectrometer can be ruled out, since it becomes important only at 

muchh higher principal quantum numbers [36]. The observation that not all of the energetically 

allowedd values of n are observed in the photoelectron spectra via v'>18 levels can thus not be 

attributedd to experimental conditions. Other points of concern might be the short radiative 

lifetimess of H(2p) and H(3p) fragments (1.6 and 5.4 ns, respectively [23]), and the large 

kineticc energies of n=2 atoms, which could result in the disappearance of these fragments out 

off the focal volume before being ionized. The cross sections for ionization of H(2s), H(2p) 

andd H(3p) obtained at 30000 cm" by using analytical wavefunctions, are 9.3 TO"20, 1.1 TO"'9, 

andd 2.5-10"20 m2, respectively. These cross sections, combined with the employed photon flux, 

givee rise to such high ionization rates for H(n=2) and H(n=3) fragments that they can all be 

assumedd to become ionized. We therefore conclude that quantitative excited-atom 
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distributionss can indeed be derived from the photoelectron spectra obtained in the present 

study.. By calculating peak areas excited-atom distributions have been obtained, which are 

depictedd in Figure 5. 

Figuree 5 reveals that most energetically allowed dissociation limits are observed with the 

clearr exception of the H(n=l) + H(n=2) dissociation limit as soon as the production of H(n=3) 

iss possible. A quantitative analysis of these distributions is very complex. A logical starting 

pointt forms a calculation of the relative excitation probabilities of the different doubly excited 

repulsivee states. These states have Rydberg character and converge to the first excited state in 

H2,, the 2£* state (see Figure 1). The correlation of these states with the various dissociation 

limitss is nontrivial. The presence of the bound Rydberg series results in a large number of 

(avoided)) crossings. Part of the double-well structures found in Born-Oppenheimer 

calculationss of the ] £* Rydberg states is caused by the doubly excited repulsive character (see 

alsoo [2]). Due to these interactions, dissociation flux will be distributed over more than one 

dissociationn limit even if one doubly excited state is excited in the Franck-Condon region. 

Wee have decided to model the excited atom distributions in two separate calculations: (i) 

onn the basis of cross sections for excitation of the doubly excited repulsive states, described in 

ann uncoupled diabatic representation, and (ii) on the basis of cross sections to the dissociation 

continuumm of singly excited Rydberg states. Both calculations describe, in zeroth order, a one-

electronn transition (n^u<-lsag) for the excitation to the doubly excited states and 

(ntXgtr-(ntXgtr-2pa2pauu)) for the singly excited Rydberg states. 

(i)) The relative transition probabilities have been calculated for excitation from the 

B'E^(v')) levels to the accessible, ' Z* (2pau)(npcru) and 1ng(2pau)(npnu), repulsive states 

withh dissociation limits up to n<7. We calculated the integrals |xk(R)D(R)Xv'(R) t iR  where 

X,kk (R) is the -energy normalized- nuclear wave function in the doubly excited state under 

consideration,, xV '(R) m e vibrational wave function of the B1 £*(v') level, and D(R) the one-

photonn electronic transition moment. The potential energy curves for the Q\ ' S j states with 

H(n=l)) + H(n=2) and H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation limits were taken from Gubermann [37], 

Thee higher 'E* states are simply obtained by raising the R-dependent quantum defect of the 

11 Eg state with the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation limit with one for each successive state. The 
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potentiall energy curves of the ' n g states are calculated using the R-dependent quantum 

defectt of the 'rig state with the H(n=l) + H(n=2) dissociation limit. Calculations on the 

relevantt electronic transition moment have not been published. In the one-electron 

approximationn this transition moment is given by the (lsa |z|2pcu) matrix element. These 

matrixx elements are also the dominant contribution to X'Zg(lsag)
2 -> B'Su(lsag)(2pau) 

transitionn and the X'S^lsag) 2 -> C ^ u f l s a ^ p n u ) . The X-B and X-C transition moments 

mayy approximate the magnitude of the transition moments from the B state to the doubly 

excitedd states. The approximation becomes highly questionable at larger internuclear distances 

wheree the electronic character of the involved states changes. These arguments and the 

calculatedd internuclear distance dependence of the calculated X-B and X-C electronic 

transitionn moments [38], led us to use transition moments, independent of internuclear 

distance,, of 1.6 a.u. and 1.0 a.u. for the 'S^pcr,,)2 <- B's+(lso-g)(2pau) and 

1ng(2pau)(2p7tu)) <- B12„(lsag)(2pau) transitions. For transitions to the higher doubly 

excitedd states, the electronic transition moments can be scaled by (n*/n**)3/2, where n* is the 

effectivee quantum number of the ' £* (2pau)
2 or ' Ilg (2pau)(2p7iu) state and n** is the effective 

quantumm number of the higher doubly excited state. 

Thee distributions simulated with the above model are shown in Figure 6. An important 

conclusionn is that the higher-lying repulsive 'SJ and 'rig states are excited from the higher 

vibrationall levels. Comparison of the simulated and experimentally obtained distributions 

showss poor agreement. In particular, the simulations predict that the H(n=2) fragments should 

formm an important exit channel. Simulations based upon R-dependent X-B and X-C transition 

momentss do not improve the qualitative picture at all. From these results, in which 

interactionss between doubly excited repulsive and singly excited bound Rydberg states have 

beenn neglected, one may conclude that the lowest ' £* (2pau)
2 doubly excited state correlates 

effectivelyy with the H(n=l) + H(n=3) limit. 

Recentt results on low-energy electron collisions with H^ (dissociative recombination) 

showw that at total energies above the H(n=3) energy, a significant fraction of H(n=2) 

fragmentss is still found [2]. The theoretical treatment in that paper implies that the lowest Qi 
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. / v + . . Excited-atomExcited-atom distributions H(n) calculated for excitation via the B Zu (v') levels, and 

assumingassuming that dissociation uniquely occurs by excitation of repulsive doubly excited states 

withwith Z„(2pau)(npau)and rL(2pau)(npïïli) symmetry. For dissociation via each vibrational 

level,level, the sum of the cross sections for the pathways leading to H(n=2) to H(n=6) is set to 

100%100% in the stick diagrams. The absolute value of this sum is given at the top of the diagram 

forfor each vibrational level. 

1 S** state produces a significant fraction of H(n=2) fragments at energies above the H(n=3) 

limitt [2]. The absence of H(n=2) fragments in the present experiments has to be due to a 

mechanismm other than direct excitation of the doubly-excited repulsive states. 

(ii)) The rapidly changing dynamics in the excitation from the lower B state vibrational 

levelss were indicative for the influence of vibrationally excited levels of singly excited 

Rydbergg states on molecular photoionization. This inspired us to calculate the influence of the 

vibrationalvibrational continua of singly excited Rydberg states with ' E* (lsag)(nsag), ' I.+g (1 sag)(ndag), 

andd ' n (lsag)(nd7ig) symmetry on the final fragment-state distribution. As mentioned earlier, 

thesee states can be accessed by one-photon absorption from the B ' £„ state. We note that the 

potentiall energy curves of the B ' E * state differ considerably from the bound Rydberg states. 
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Hence,, the overlap between the vibrational wavefunctions of B'Zu(v') levels and the 

vibrationall continua is not necessarily much smaller than the vibrational overlap for 

transitionss to doubly excited repulsive Rydberg states. Also, the 2pcru ->• (nsag, ndag, ndïig) 

electronicc transition moments are not expected to differ by orders of magnitude from the lsag 

->> (npau, np7tu) electronic transition moments involved in the transition to doubly-excited 

states.. Excitation of these states has been ignored in previous studies on the B1 Z* state, even 

thoughh it was concluded to be important in one-photon excitation studies from the EF'Z+ 

statee [26]. 

Too put these arguments on a more quantitative basis, we have calculated the transition 

momentss to the vibrational continua of n=2 and higher Rydberg states. As we observe 

hydrogenn fragments, it is assumed that an n=n' Rydberg state correlates with an excited 

H(n=n')) fragment. Model bound Rydberg states have been made, assuming an R-independent 

integrall quantum defect (see Figure 1). Constant electronic transition moments have been 

assumed.. We have used the electronic transition moments calculated for the 

GK'Z^lso-gXSdo-g)) <- B and HH l2g
+(lsag)(3sag) <- B transitions by Wolniewicz and 

Dressierr [39] taken at the equilibrium separation of the B state. Lynch et al [34] calculated for 

ionizationn of the B l£* state that the electronic transition moments to the ssa and sda 

continuaa are in the ratio of about 1:7. Since this corresponds to excitation of n=oo states, we 

assumee that this ratio is equally applicable to the presently considered states. Support for this 

assumptionn is found in the calculations of Wolniewicz and Dressier [39], where a ratio of 1:8 

wass found for the electronic transition moments of the GK «— B and HH <- B transitions at 

thee equilibrium distance of the B state. For transitions to Rydberg states with higher principal 

quantumm numbers, the electronic transition moments are scaled in the same way as described 

forr the doubly excited states. Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and jï1  =-pr(n | j i+ | z \ 

V22 ^ ' ' ' 

[40],, it is derived that the electronic transition moment to nd7ig states is 1.6 times smaller than 

thatt to ndo2 states: 
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,lv,lv  + Excited-atomExcited-atom distributions H(n) calculated for excitation via the B Zu (v') levels, and 

assumingassuming that dissociation uniquely occurs by excitation of the vibrational continua of bound 

singlysingly excited Rydberg states with 1Z^(lsag)(nsag),IZ.^(ls(7g)(nd(jg), and Tig (lsa^(ndn^ 

symmetry.symmetry. For dissociation via each vibrational level, the sum of the cross sections for the 

pathwayspathways leading to H(n=2) to H(n=6) is set to 100% in the stick diagrams. The absolute 

valuevalue of this sum is given at the top of the diagram for each vibrational level. 
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Thee probability for formation of H(n) is calculated by multiplying the Franck-Condon factor 

forr excitation of the Rydberg state with principal quantum number n with the squared 

transitionn moments to nsag, ndag and ncteg, respectively, and by adding these contributions 

incoherently. . 

Thee simulation of the excited-atom distributions following from this mechanism is 

depictedd in Figure 7. The most striking differences with the previous model is that the 

contributionn of H(n=2) fragments to the distributions is now absent, in agreement with our 
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experimentall observations. These fragments can, within the present model, only be produced 

byy excitation of the vibrational continuum of the EF' Z* state, but our calculations indicate 

thatt the Franck-Condon factor for this pathway is negligibly small compared to excitation of 

thee vibrational continua of n=3 and higher Rydberg states. This calculation also suggests that 

thee closing down of the molecular ionization channel for excitation via B'S„ (v'>8) levels, is 

duee to the large cross section for excitation of the vibrational continua of the n>3 states in 

comparisonn with that for excitation of the n=2 states. Although the dominant features 

observedd in photoionization and photodissociation are thus nicely reproduced, we notice that 

withh this model cross sections for H(n=3) production via v'=9-ll are smaller than those 

obtainedd for H(n=2) and H(n=3) via the same transitions in the previous model (see Figures 6 

andd 7). Quantitatively the agreement with the observed distributions is still poor. We note that 

aa complete treatment has to combine the excitation of doubly excited repulsive curves, the 

excitationn of the dissociation continua of bound Rydberg states and the interactions between 

thesee states at large internuclear separations. We believe that these conclusions hold even if 

correctt R-dependent electronic transition moments would be employed. 

6.44 Conclusions 

Thee photoionization and photodissociation dynamics occurring after one-photon 

absorptionn from several vibrational levels of the B'Z* state, populated by three-photon 

excitation,, were investigated by high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy. The 

photoelectronn spectra showed that absorption from the v'=3-8 levels of the B'E* state leads 

too both molecular photoionization and photodissociation. In this energy region it is in 

particularr the molecular photoionization process which attracts attention. An a priori 

unexpectedd strong dependence of the vibrational and rotational branching ratios upon 

ionizationn was observed, which could only be rationalized if excitation of bound vibrational 

levelss of singly excited Rydberg states at the four-photon level was taken into account. 

Forr one-photon absorption from higher vibrational levels in the B' E* state (v'>9), the 

molecularr photoionization pathway is completely suppressed, and only molecular 

photodissociationn is observed. Furthermore, the n=2 dissociation channel effectively closes 

down.. Dissociation into all other energetically allowed values of the principal quantum 
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numberr n has been found up to H(n=14), a cutoff which does not seem to be determined by 

thee experimental technique but has to be determined by molecular properties. 

Thee observed distributions have been compared with the results of two model 

calculations.. In the first model, photodissociation is completely attributed to excitation of 

doublyy excited states. Although the agreement between experiment and theory is not very 

satisfactory,, these calculations allow us to conclude that not only the lowest doubly excited 

statee plays a role in the dissociation dynamics, but also higher-lying repulsive states. 

Inn the second model, dissociation occurs by excitation of the vibrational continua of 

singlyy excited Rydberg states. This model gratifyingly reproduces the closing down of the n=2 

dissociationn channel, and suggests that the suppression of the molecular ionization pathway 

forr absorption from v'>9 levels is associated with the opening up of the n=3 dissociation 

channel.. The model fails, however, in reproducing the distributions over the other n values. 

Wee note that quantitative agreement between experiment and this model can only be found if 

thee interactions between doubly excited repulsive states and singly excited bound Rydberg 

statess are taken into account. However, the present observations and calculations suggest that 

forr one-photon absorption from vibrational levels with v'>9 of the B'Z* state the 

predominantt dissociation pathways may well arise from excitation of the vibrational continua 

off singly excited bound Rydberg states, rather than from excitation of doubly excited 

repulsivee states. 
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